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Pentapolis, Pentagramma.1 The manuscripts of Ptolemy
mentions still another town called Gammogoura or
Brammokoura. The last reading conveys an acceptable
meaning. Brammokoura was doubtless the city of Brahma
(cf. in Ptolemy the towns Bramm£ and Bramma and
in Burma the famous Prome). The hypothesis puras=
Itura thus becomes more probable,
I have shown elsewhere (Journ. As., 1926, pp. 25-9)
that in some Indian names the initial frequently disappears.
This phenomenon explains the passage of pur a or kftra
to ura. In fact the names of towns ending in -oura are
numerous in Ptolemy: Poloperoura, Koreoura, Karoura, etc.
Numerous are also the names with the termination -our.
These names-stand in the same relation to those in -oura
as the modern names in pur to those in pura. Nagour
for example is comparable to Nagpur and Nagaoura.
Besides the names in the Tables of Ptolemy ending
in -oura and -our are not without equivalents in modern
onomasticon, Cannanore or Kannanftr or Kaynur, for
example, is the city (ur) of Krsna (cf, Hobson-Jobson,
s.v.); and to this Dravidian word ur " city w or " village "
corresponds in Canarese %ru and in Tamil ura (Ling. Surv.
Ind. IV, pp. 325 & 679). It is also a priori possible that
the names of cities in -oura and -our are derived from
pura as well as kura* The quantity of u in the Dravidian
word jira, nru, w makes us more inclined to admit the
second alternative. *
To sum up, besides the Indo-Aryan words like pura,
grama, etc-, the names of towns in the Tables of Ptolemy
1   eot the name of towns with  " eight " as its first element, cf.
Atthakanagara at Sanchi Inscr., No. 204, and in Anguttara, V. 342.
*   We have pur in Vedic but pur a has always iT.

